The New VARI-PC Radial Dual Flank Composite Analyzer System has been built from the ground up to provide the best of both accuracy and user friendliness. The new wizard based programing features walk the user through the programming process for a very low learning curve.

Integrated tools for the calculating of Test Radius and Center Distance from either provided Circular Tooth Thickness or Dimension over Rolls gives the user the option to expand their measurement capability.

System will analyze results to past and current AGMA & ISO standards.

The VARI-PC Radial Dual Flank Composite Analyzer System will automatically check the part gear for the following:
- Maximum & Minimum Test Radius or Center Distance
- Total Tooth to Tooth Error (f_t)
- Average Tooth to Tooth Error (F_t)
- Total Composite Error (F_c)
- Total Composite Error over (X) Number of Teeth
- Pitch Line Runout

Three options are available to each callout, Display and judge against a tolerance, Display as a reference only, and Do not display. The flexibility in display options ensures the user only sees the information that is important to them.

Software will collect and display Radial Dual Flank Composite data real time. Set-up and analyzed results can be saved in a database that will serialize the data and record the time and date data the test was run. Graphic, set-up and analyzed results are all saved for each part and can be recalled from the database.